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pear Ian, 

Your done well and done it effectively without being -irresponsible. 

The film is powerful and drematic evivance of sheeting from two directions 

gad coupele belief that the official solution wan a deliberate hoax. 

It is helpful for so large a percentage of Australians to see it. 

es you are no doube deare, 4obert erodiu aria Dice Gregory, eite a eouple of others 
coattailing, are. showing it here. However, they have flipped and have mixed it with 
trash and have destroyed the usefulness the showing could have has by their excesses. 1 
regret this such because once someone was willing to risk the costs of being sued end did 
show the film widespread, it could have bas an Jr-elect where it counte. !hoe it is almost 
impossible for any political. figure who is not a nut to associate himself with the crazy 
interpretations and all the irrelevant about which the most mountainous claims are eaee. 

Tragically without reasonable basis. 

You seem to have restricted yourself to showing that there is proof of shooting 
from the front and of official dishonesty, which ie the right approach. If journalists 
say they seem five impacts, they have the right to say what they think. When a critic 
does this, little an extension as it is, it provides a basis for behind-the-scenes attack 
on that and all other critics. 

Getting a good press on these TV showings say be less of an accomplieheents there 
than here but it is nonethleas a real accomplishments ana is itself helpful. If you have 
other tateited press attention 1'u approbate copies as a matter of record only. 

Lay on eacFarlanel This time you're doing it correctly! 

If it is too early to be confident of whet the tnd result here will be, it does 
seem clear that the major effect was self-dulled but that nonetheless many people, include 
iaf political figures, know more than they did about the falsity of the official account. 
If we are to accomplish anything it is essential that it not be impossible for the poli-
ticans to make initiatives. .ith the awful stuff that had been adned awe the irrational 
claims made for the file itself this now seems unlikely. 

To py knowledge three major papers arecansidertme ax jobs an tte road shoe, which 
is chat it has become. Unfortunately, the utterly insane claims will make this easy. I 
hope something happens to change their minds because the film tells the truth, it is 
important for people to see it, and both Gregory and Grodin are friends of mine. 

Unfortunately neither one keows much about the facts of the aseaaaination so 
unless they restraint themselves they can't avoid blunders the consequences of which can 
be serious. end they have gone far afield. One of the probabilities is that they have 
helped the Rockefeller Whitewash. another is that the spooks are going around in the legis-
lature weeping that now they are being blamed even for Original Stn. The net result is 
close to a "apartment of Asinformation operation, which neither Gregory nor Groetn in-
tend. Much to your credit, you do not seem to have fallen into this trap. Also, it is by 
no means certain that the two Gs have not had help in going astray, so I'm anxious for 

et 	any scrap of information on the entire operatives', on the chance that it eay yield a clue 
on how it is being converted Into spook exculpation. There is no basis for questiereng 
the motive of either but there is a dubious history on those '.,ith whom they have been in 
thin aseociated, strangers to L;rodin until now. end self-seekers at best. Appreciate anye 
thing you may learn on this. Please believe that feom my past T have an idea of how the 

-tee 
 

spooks work and that this is sot an impossibility. 

By now Time has probably lost its exclusive rights, a very good result. lawyers 
can argue it but for all practical purposes their silence makes the film public domain. 
One eaeor TV station, when Time said they'd due, responded go ahead and sue; this has to 
coee out. Particularly brave for that station. But then G G went crazy on the air an 

cuircranremn. nef of -tha criwkinn_ fv.nn qhnw nnnnin to tnn mannoement. I hey" friends 



I have no trouble helping with what is responsible. Lie, 	the interest and excitement you have generated leads to an interest in follow-no, you have see of may materials that ..- kneg from my own TV use on be veil- effective. 7'11 zladly let the station , use it. They can call if they'd like. SuCh thingo as the Uuno certification tc; having destroyed arg autopsy papers.; the J?BI'd fuveclosinc of thy secret Service, the sue:mess:Lon ui eSidcanee Oswald was not ou the sixth flour at the time of the shooting, the laevelady and Dal-Tex pix, th CIA's desire for a Z print for "training" use!, the failure of the FBI to account for all the known wounds and known shooting and many more. I'?e been using these on TV since 1966, two ways. You can make slides or the camera can get tilht on the pages of the book. Deo the splice in the film shown in the appendix to my first book and ask bow pone it wan kept secret? when they claim that wan the time of the first shot. a long an the material is used to show the crookednew: of the so-called investigation and no fareut claims are made for it I have no objection or the use of my work and I'm all for tt. I think the tied 	pfewspapers of Australia were interowrted in my early work so they might net be reluctant to 	now....WW IV eine_ its CIA. content ar_,  topical as hell now. if you can sell any oneillc,ry rirhts there I'd sure aporeciate it. We still have half the printer's hill to pay. U-ood luck and thonks, 


